TRAINING – COMMERCIAL PRICE LIST
Workforce Engagement Training
A streamlined intensive one day workshop for operating first-line leaders who are in the jobs of
supervisors, managers, project managers, team leaders, shift leaders, crew leaders, work
leaders, and any other job that directly manages people and gets work done through people
What You’ll Learn
 How to engage every employee every day in a practical, repeatable manner
 The Foundations For Good Job relationships and how to apply these in the workplace
with the people you manage and lead
 How to effectively handle problems and workplace situations
 How to effectively handle conflicts between people (and between organizations)
 How to effectively manage “Toxic” people, situations and environments
 How to build and sustain a relationship of trust, respect, cooperation, and loyalty with the
people you manage and lead
Commercial Price List for Workforce Engagement Training

Price Per Student Day
$1195
*

# of Days
1

Class Price at Client
Site*
$1195

This price does not include travel and lodging for instructor(s) to travel to client site. The minimum
number of students for client site training is fifteen (15). The Class Price for training at MainStream
GS site can be discussed directly with MainStream GS.

About Our Instructors: Our instructors are well versed in the science of behavior with decades of
leadership experience in corporate, government, and military environments. We have deep, practical
experience assisting leaders learn “how to” engage subordinates and in rapidly improving the
effectiveness of your organization.

Contact MainStream GS Today to Discuss Your
Training Requirements
Email: info@mainstreamgs.com
Phone: 1-877-785-4888

• +1 (877) 785-4888 • www.mainstreamgs.com
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Job Behavior Training
A streamlined intensive five day workshop, which is typically scheduled and executed over a six
to eight week period. There is flexibility in the schedule which can discussed to best meet our
client’s needs. This training is for senior leaders, senior managers, middle management –
basically anyone with an impact on the organization’s culture and effectivity. This includes
operating first-line leaders who are in the jobs of supervisors, managers, project managers,
team leaders, shift leaders, crew leaders, work leaders, and any other job that directly manages
people and gets work done through people
What You’ll Learn
 The Science of Behavior – Fundamentals for Understanding Job Relations
 The psychologically validated Leader behaviors required for success
 A deep understanding of your individual leadership competencies
 An awareness of how you impact your subordinates given your competencies
 An awareness of how you impact the organization’s performance given your
competencies and what behaviors you need to modify to increase the organization’s
success
 A deeper understanding of Leadership and why modeling successful competencies is
vital to organizational success
Commercial Price List for Job Behavior Training

Price Per Student Day
$1195
*

# of Days
5

Class Price at Client
Site*
$5975

This price does not include travel and lodging for instructor(s) to travel to client site. The minimum
number of students for client site training is six (6), maximum number is ten (10). The Class Price for
training at MainStream GS site can be discussed directly with MainStream GS.

About Our Instructors: Our instructors are well versed in the science of behavior with decades of
leadership experience in corporate, government, and military environments. We have deep, practical
experience assisting leaders learn “how to” engage subordinates and in rapidly improving the
effectiveness of your organization.

Contact MainStream GS Today to Discuss Your
Training Requirements
Email: info@mainstreamgs.com
Phone: 1-877-785-4888

• +1 (877) 785-4888 • www.mainstreamgs.com
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